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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduced nano π generalized star pre-closed (briefly Nπg∗p-closed)
sets in nano topological spaces and some of its basic properties are investigated. Several
examples are also provided to illustrate the behaviour of a new set.
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1. Introduction

Levine [4] Introduced the class of g-closed sets, a super class of closed sets in 1970. This
concept was introduced as a generalization of closed sets in topological spaces through
which new results in general topology. Recently Lellis Thivagar [5] introduced nano topo-
logical space with respect to a subset X of a universe which is defined in terms of lower
and upper approximation of X. The elements of nano topological space are called nano
open sets. He has also defined nano closed sets, nano interior and nano closure of a set.
He also introduced the weak forms of nano open sets. Bhuvaneswari [1] introduced nano
g-closed sets and obtained some of the basic interesting results. In this paper, we define a
new class of set called nano π generalized star pre-closed sets in nano topological spaces
and study some of its characteristics.

2. Preliminaries

Definition 2.1. [5] Let U be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be
an equivalence relation on U named as the indiscernibility relation. Then U is divided into
disjoint equivalence classes. Elements belonging to the same equivalence class are said to
be indiscernible with one another. The pair (U, R) is said to be the approximation space.
Let X⊆U

• The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can
be for certain classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by LR(X). That
is LR(X) = Ux∈U{R(x) : R(x) ⊆ X}, where R(X) denotes the equivalence class
determined by X ∈ U .

• The upper approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which
can be for certain classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by UR(X).
That is UR(X) = Ux∈U{R(x) : R(x) ∩X 6= ϕ}

• The boundary of the region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which
can be classified neither as X nor as not X with respect to R and it is denoted by
BR(X) That is BR(X) = UR(X)− LR(X).

Properties 2.2. [5] If (U,R) is an approximation space and X,Y ⊆U, then

• LR(X) ⊆ X ⊆ UR(X).
• LR(φ) = UR(φ) = φ.
• LR(U) = UR(U) = U .
• UR(X ∪ Y ) = UR(X) ∪ UR(Y ).
• UR(X ∩ Y ) ⊆ UR(X) ∩ UR(Y ).
• UR(X ∪ Y ) ⊇ UR(X) ∪ UR(Y ).
• UR(X ∩ Y ) = UR(X) ∩ UR(Y ).
• LR(X) ⊆ LR(Y ) and UR(X) ⊆ UR(Y ) whenever X ⊆ Y .
• UR(Xc) = [LR(X)]c and LR(Xc) = [UR(X)]c.
• UR(UR(X)) = LR(UR(X)) = UR(X).
• LR(LR(X)) = UR(LR(X)) = LR(X).
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Definition 2.3. [5] Let U be the Universe and R be an equivalence relation on U and
τR(X) = {U,φ,LR(X),UR(X),BR(X)} where X⊆U. τR(X) satisfies the following axioms:

• U and φ ∈ τR(X).
• The union of elements of any subcollection of τR(X) is in τR(X).
• The intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection of τR(X) is in τR(X).

We call (U, τR(X)) is a nano topological space. The elements of τR(X) are called a nano
open sets and the complement of a nano open set is called nano closed sets.
Throughout this paper (U, τR(X)) is a nano topological space with respect to X where X
⊆ U, R is an equivalence relation on U, U/R denotes the family of equivalence classes of
U by R.

Remark 2.4. [5] If τR(X) is the nano topology on U with respect to X. The set
B={U, LR(X), BR(X)} is the basis for τR(X).

Definition 2.5. [5] If (U, τR(X)) is a nano topological space with respect to X. Where X
⊆ G and if A ⊆ G, then

• The nano interior of the set A is defined as the union of all nano open subsets
contained in A and is denoted by Nint(A), Nint(A) is the largest nano open subset
of A.

• The nano closure of the set A is defined as the intersection of all nano closed sets
containing A and is denoted by Ncl(A). Ncl(A) is the smallest nano closed set
containing A.

Definition 2.6. [5] A subset A of (U, τR(X)) is called nano generalized closed set (briefly
Ng-closed) if Ncl(A)⊆V whenever A⊆V and V is Nano open set in (U, τR(X)).

Definition 2.7. A subset A of (U, τR(X)) is called nano π generalized star pre-closed set
(briefly, Nπg*p-closed) if Npcl(A)⊆G whenever A⊆G and G is πg-open.

Definition 2.8. [2] Let (U, τR(X)) and (V, τR(Y)) be two nano topological spaces. Then
a mapping f:(U, τR(X))→(V, τR(Y)) is nano continuous function on U if the inverse
image of every nano open set in (V, τR(Y)) is nano open in (U, τR(X)).

Definition 2.9. [3] Let (U, τR(X)) and (V, τR(Y)) be two nano topological spaces. Then
a mapping f:(U, τR(X))→(V, τR(Y)) is nano generalized continuous function on U if the
inverse image of every nano open set in (shortly Ng-continuous) on (V, τR(Y)) is nano
generalized open in (U, τR(X)).

3. Nπg*p - closed sets

In this section, we define Nπg*p-closed set, Nπg*p-open set, Nπg*p-continuous function
and Nπg*p-irresolute functions and discussed its properties.

Definition 3.1. A subset A of (U, τR(X)) is called Nπg*p-closed set if Npcl(A) ⊆ G
whenever A ⊆ G and G is Nπg-open in (U, τR(X)).

Theorem 3.2. For a nano topological spaces (U, τR(X)
i) Every nano closed set is Nπg*p-closed.
ii) Every Nπ-closed set is Nπg*p-closed.
iii) Every Ng-closed set is Nπg*p-closed.
iv) Every Ngα-closed set is Nπg*p-closed.
v) Every Nαg-closed set is Nπg*p-closed.
vi) Every Ng*-closed set is Nπg*p-closed.
Proof: i) Let A be any nano closed set in U. Let G be a Nπg-open set such that A⊆G.
Since A is nano closed. We have Ncl(A)=A⊆G. But, Npcl(A)⊆Ncl(A)⊆G. Therefore
Npcl(A)⊆G. Hence A is a Nπg*p-closed set in U.
ii) to vi) are obvious.

Remark 3.3. The converse of the above theorem are not true as shown in the following
example.
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Example 3.4. Let U = {a,b,c,d}, U/R = {{a,d}, {b,c}}, X = {a,b}, τR(X) = {φ, U, {d},
{a,b,d}, {d,a}}, τR(X)c = {φ, U, {b,c,a}, {c}, {b,c}} and Nπ = {φ, U, c}, Ng-closed set
= {φ, U, {a,d}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}}, Ngα-closed set={φ, U, {c}, {d}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {b,c},
{c,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}, Nαg-closed set={φ, U, {c}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {b,c}, {c,d},
{a,b,c}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}} and Ng∗-closed set={φ, U, {a}, {c}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,d},
{c,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}. Then Nπg*p-closed set = {φ, U, {a}, {b}, {c},
{d}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}. Let A
= {a}. Then the subset A is Nπg*p-closed set but not a nano-closed set, Nπ-closed set,
Ng-closed set, Ngα-closed set, Nαg-closed set and Ng∗-closed set.

Theorem 3.5. For a nano topological spaces (U, τR(X)
i) Every Nπg*p-closed set is Nπgp-closed.
ii) Every Nπg*p-closed set is Nπgα-closed.
iii) Every Nπg*p-closed set is Nπgr-closed.
iv) Every Nπg*p-closed set is Nπg-closed.
v) Every Nπg*p-closed set is Ngpr-closed.
Proof: i) Let A be Nπg*p-closed set in U. Let A⊆G and G be Nπg-open in U. Every Nπ-
open and Nπg-open set is nano open and then A is Nπg*p-closed. Therefore Npcl(A)⊆G.
Hence A is Nπgp-closed.
ii) to vi) are obvious.

Remark 3.6. The converse of the above theorem are not true as shown in the following
example.

Example 3.7. Let U = {a,b,c,d}, U/R = {{b,c}, {a,d}}, X = {b,c,d}, τR(X) = {φ,
U, {b}, {b,c,d}, {c,d}}, τR(X)c = {φ, U, {a,c,d}, {a}, {a,b}} and Nπgp = {φ, U, {a},
{b}, {c}, {d}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}},
Nπgα-closed set ={φ, U, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d}, {c,d},
{a,b,c}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}, Nπgr-closed set={φ, U, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a,b},
{a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}, Nπg-closed set={φ,
U, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d},
{b,c,d}} and Ngpr-closed set={φ, U, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d},
{c,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}. Then Nπg*p-closed set = {φ, U, {a}, {c}, {d},
{a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}}. Let A = {b}. Then the subset A is Nπgp-
closed set, Nπgα-closed set, Nπgr-closed set, Nπ-closed set and Ngpr-closed set but not a
Nπg*p-closed set.

Theorem 3.8. Union of any two Nπg*p-closed subset is Nπg*p closed.
Proof: Let A and B be any two Nπg*p-closed sets in U such that A ⊆ G and B ⊆ G
where G is Nπg-open in U and so A ∪ B ⊆ G. Since A and B are Nπg*p-closed. A ⊆
Npcl(A) and B ⊆ Npcl(A) and hence A ∪ B ⊆ Npcl(A) ∪ Npcl(B) ⊆ Npcl(A ∪ B). Thus,
A ∪ B is Nπg*p-closed set in (U, τR(X)).

Example 3.9. Let U = {a,b,c,d}, U/R = {{a}, {b}, {c,d}}, X = {a,b,c}, τR(X) = {φ,
U, {a,b}, {c,d}}, τR(X)c = {φ, U, {c,d}, {a,b}}. Then Nπg*p-closed set = {φ, U, {a},
{b}, {c}, {d}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}. Let A
= {b} and B = {c}. Then A∪B = {b,c} is Nπg*p-closed set.

Theorem 3.10. Intersection of any two Nπg*p-closed subset is Nπg*p closed.
Proof: Let A and B be any two Nπg*p-closed sets in U such that A ⊆ G and B ⊆ G
where G is Nπg-open in U and so A ∩ B ⊆ G. Since A and B are Nπg*p-closed. A ⊆
Npcl(A) and B ⊆ Npcl(A) and hence A ∩ B ⊆ Npcl(A) ∩ Npcl(B) ⊆ Npcl(A ∩ B). Thus,
A ∩ B is Nπg*p-closed set in (U, τR(X)).

Example 3.11. Let U = {a,b,c,d}, U/R = {{a}, {b,d}, {c}}, X = {a,b}, τR(X) = {φ,
U, {a,b,c}}, τR(X)c = {φ, U, {d}}. Then Nπg*p-closed set = {φ, U, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d},
{a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}. Let A = {a,b} and B
= {a,b,d}. Then A∩B = {a,b} is Nπg*p-closed set.

Theorem 3.12. A subset A of U is Nπg*p-closed iff Npcl(A)-A contains no non-empty
nano closed set in U.
Proof Let A be a Nπg*p-closed set. Suppose F is a non-empty nano closed set such that
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F ⊆ Npcl(A)-A. Then F ⊆ Npcl(A) ∩ Ac, since Npcl(A)-A=Npcl(A) ∩ Ac. Therefore F
⊆ Npcl(A) and F ⊆ Ac. Since F c is nano open, it is Nπg-open. Now, by the definition of
Nπg*-closed set, Npcl(A) ⊆ F c, That is F ⊆ [Npcl(A)]c. Hence F ⊆ Npcl(A) ∩ [Npcl(A)]c

= φ. That is F = φ, which is a contradiction. Thus, Npcl(A)-A contains no non-empty
nano closed set in U.
Conversely, assume that Npcl(A)-A contains no non-empty nano closed set. Let A ⊆ G,
where G is Nπg-open. Suppose that Npcl(A) is not contained in G, then Npcl(A) ∩ Gc is a
non-empty nano closed subset of Npcl(A)-A, which is a contradiction.
Therefore Npcl(A) ⊆ G and hence A is Nπg*p-closed.

Theorem 3.13. For any element x∈U. Then the set U-{x} is Nπg*p-closed set or Nπg-
open.
Proof: Suppose that U-{x} is not a Nπg-open, then U is the only Nπg-open set containing
U-{x}. This implies Npcl(U-{x})⊆U. Hence U-{x} is Nπg*p-closed set or Nπg-open set in
U.

Theorem 3.14. If A is an Nπg*p-closed subset of U such that A ⊂ B ⊂ Npcl(A),then B
is an Nπg*p-closed set in U.
Proof: Let A be an Nπg*p-closed set of U such that A ⊂ B ⊂ Npcl(A). Let G be a Nπg-
open set of U such that B ⊂ G, then A ⊂ G. Since A is Nπg*p-closed, we have Npcl(A)
⊂ G. Now Npcl(B) ⊂ Npcl(Npcl(A))=Npcl(A) ⊂ G, therefore B is an Nπg*p-closed set in
U.

Remark 3.15. The folowing diagram shows that the relationship between Nπg*p-closed
sets and known existing nano sets. None of the implication is reversible.

Definition 3.16. A subset A of topological space (U, τR(X)) is called Nπg*p-open set if
and only if Ac is Nπg*p closed in (U, τR(X)).

Theorem 3.17. For a nano topological spaces (U, τR(X)
i) Every nano open set is Nπg*p-open.
ii) Every Nπ-open set is Nπg*p-open.
iii) Every Nπg*p-open set is Nπgr-open.
iv) Every Nπg*p-open set is Ngpr-open.
v) Every Nπg*p-open set is Nπgα-open and
vi) Every Nπg*p-open set is Nπgp-open, but the converses are not true.
Proof: It is obvious from the Theorem 3.2 and 3.5

Theorem 3.18. If A is both Nπg-open and Nπg*p-closed set in U, then A is Nπg-closed
set.
Proof: Since A is Nπg-open and Nπg*p-closed in U, Npcl(A) ⊆ G. But Always A ⊆
Npcl(A). Therefore A=Npcl(A). Hence A is a Nπg-closed set.

Theorem 3.19. A subset A is Nπg*p-open if and only if F⊆Nint(A), where F is Nπg-
closed and F⊆A.
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Proof: If F ⊆ Nint(A) where F is Nπg-closed and F ⊆ A. Let Ac ⊆ G where G=F c is
Nπg-open. Then Gc ⊆ A and Gc ⊆ Nint(A). Then we have Ac is Nπg*p-closed. Hence
A is Nπg*p-open.
Conversely, If A is Nπg*p-open, F ⊆ A and F is Nπg-closed. Then F c is Nπg-closed.
Then F c is Nπg-open and Ac ⊆ F c. Therefore Ncl(Ac) ⊆ F c. But Ncl(Ac) = Nint(A)c.
Hence F ⊆ Nint(A).

Theorem 3.20. If Nint(B) ⊆ B ⊆ A and if A is Nπg*p-open in U, then B is Nπg*p-open
in U.

Proof: Suppose that Nint(B) ⊆ B ⊆ A and A is Nπg*p-open in U then Ac ⊆ Bc ⊆
Npcl(Ac). Since Ac is Nπg*p-closed in U, we have B is Nπg*p-open in U.

Theorem 3.21. If Nint(A) ⊆ B ⊆ A and if A is Nπg*p-open in U, then B is Nπg*p-open
in U.
Proof: Let B ⊆ A implies U-A ⊆ U-B, Nint(A) ⊆ B implies U-B ⊆ U-Nint(A). That is
U-A ⊆ U-B ⊆ U-Nint(A) = Ncl(U-A). Since U-A is Nπg*p-closed, by Theorem 3.7. U-B
is Nπg*p-closed which implies B is Nπg*p-open.

Theorem 3.22. A set A is Nπg*p-closed if Npcl(A)-A is Nπg*p-open.
Proof: Let A be Nπg*p-closed. Let F be a Nπg*p-closed set such that F ⊆ Nint(Npcl(A)-
A). Then F=φ. F⊆Nint(Npcl(A)-A) implies Npcl(A)-A is Nπg*p-open by Theorem 3.9.

Definition 3.23. If f:U → V is called Nπg*p continuous, if f −1(A) is Nπg*p closed set
in U for every nano closed set A in V.

Theorem 3.24. If f:U → V is nano continuous, then f is Nπg*p-continuous.
Proof: Let F be a nano closed set in V. Since F is nano continuous, then f −1(F) is nano
closed in U. Since every nano closed set is Nπg*p-closed, then f −1(F) is Nπg*p-closed in
U. Hence f is Nπg*p-continuous.

Remark 3.25. The converse of the above theorem is not true as shown in the following
example.

Example 3.26. Let U = {a,b,c,d} with U/R = {{a}, {b}, {c,d}}, τR(X) = {φ, U, {a,b},
{c,d}}, and X = {a,c,d}. Let V = {a,b,c,d} with V/R = {{b,c}, {a,d}}, σR(Y) = {φ, U,
{a,b,c}}, σc

R(Y) = {φ, U, {d}} and Y = {a,b} nano closed set = {φ, U, {c,d}, {a,b}}.
Then Nπg*p-closed set = {φ, U, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d},
{c,d}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}. Define a map f(a) = a, f(b) = b, f(c) = c and f(d) =
d then f−1(d) = {d} which is in Nπg*p-closed set in U. Therefore f is Nπg*p-continuous
function.

Theorem 3.27. Let (U, τR(X)) and (V, σR(Y )) be nano topological spaces and a map-
ping f: (U, τR(X))→ (V, σR(X)).
If f is Ng-continuous, Ngα-continuous, Nαg-continuous, Ng*-continuous and Nπg-continuous
then it is Nπg*p-continuous. Proof: It is obvious.

Theorem 3.28. Let (U, τR(X)) and (V, σR(Y )) be nano topological spaces and a mapping
f: (U, τR(X))→ (V, σR(X)).
If f is Nπg*p-continuous then it is Nπgα-continuous, Nπgr-continuous, Nπgp-continuous,
Ngpr-continuous. Proof: It is obvious.

Definition 3.29. If f : U −→ V is called Nπg∗p-irresolute, if f −1(A) is Nπg∗p-closed
set in U for every Nπg∗p-closed set A in V.

Theorem 3.30. Every Nπg∗p-irresolute functions is Nπg∗p-continuous.

Theorem 3.31. A function f : U −→ V is Nπg∗p-irresolute if and only if, for every
Nπg∗p-open A of V, f −1(A) is Nπg∗p-open in V.
Proof: Necessity: If f is Nπg∗p-irresolute, then for every Nπg∗p-closed B of V, f −1(B)
is Nπg∗p-closed in U. If A is any Nπg∗p-open subset of V, then A c is Nπg∗p-closed. Thus
f −1(A c) is Nπg∗p-closed, but f −1(A c) = (f −1(A)) c so that f −1(A) is Nπg∗p-open.
Sufficiency: If for all Nπg∗p-open subsets A of V, f −1(A) is Nπg∗p-open in U, and if B
is any Nπg∗p-closed subset of V, then Bc is Nπg∗p-open. Also f −1(B c)=(f −1(B)) c) is
Nπg∗p-open. Thus f −1(B) is Nπg∗p-closed.
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Theorem 3.32. If f : U −→ V and g : V −→ W are both Nπg∗p-irresolute, then gof :
U −→ W is Nπg∗p-irresolute.
Proof: If A ⊂ W is Nπg∗p-open, then g−1(A) is Nπg∗p-open and f −1(g−1(A)) is Nπg∗p-
open since g and f are Nπg∗p-irresolute. Thus (g o f) −1(A)=f −1(g−1(A)) is Nπg∗p-open
and g o f is Nπg∗p-irresolute.

Theorem 3.33. Let U, V and W be any nano topological spaces. For any Nπg∗p-irresolute
map f : U −→ V and any Nπg∗p-continuous map g : V −→ W, the composition g o f : U
−→ V is Nπg∗p-continuous.
Proof: It follows from definitions.

4. Nπg∗p-interior and Nπg∗p-closure

Definition 4.1. Let (U, τR(X)) be a nano toplogical space and A ⊆ U then Nπg*p-interior
is defined as
Nπg*p-int(A) = ∪ {B:B is Nπg*p-open, B ⊂ A}
Clearly Nπg*p-int(A) is the largest Nπg*p-open set over U which is contained in A.

Definition 4.2. Let (U, τR(X)) be a nano toplogical space and A ⊆ U then Nπg*p-closure
is defined as
Nπg*p-cl(A) = ∩ {F:F is Nπg*p-closed, A ⊂ F}
Clearly Nπg*p-cl(A) is the smallest Nπg*p-closed set over U which contains A.

Lemma 4.3. Let A and B be any two subsets of U in a nano topological spaces (U, τR(X))
and the following are true
(i) Nπg*p-int(A)⊂A
(ii) A⊂B ⇒ Nπg*p-int(A) ⊂ Nπg*p-int(B)
(iii) Nπg*p-int(A) ∪ Nπg*p-int(B) ⊂ Nπg*p-int(A∪B)
(iv) Nπg*p-int(A) ∩ Nπg*p-int(B)⊂ Nπg*p-int(A∩B)

Lemma 4.4. For a subset A of U, Nπg*p-cl(A)⊂Ncl(A)

Lemma 4.5. A subset A of U is nano π generalized star pre-closed if and only if A =
Nπg*p-cl(A).

Theorem 4.6. Let A and B be two subsets of nano topological space (U, τR(X)). Then
(i) Nπg*p-int(U) = U and Nπg*p-int(φ) = φ
(ii) Nπg*p-int(A) ⊂ A
(iii) If B is any Nπg*p-open set contained in A, then B ⊂ Nπg*p-int(A)
(iv) If A ⊂ B, then Nπg*p-int(A) ⊂ Nπg*p-int(B)
(v) Nπg*p-int(Nπg*p-int(A)) = Nπg*p-int(A).
Proof: (i) Let U and φ are Nπg*p-open sets
Nπg*p-int(U) = ∪ {B:B is a Nπg*p-open, B⊂U} = U ∪ all Nπg*p-open sets = U.
(ie) Nπg*p-int(U) = U. Since φ is the only Nπg*p-open set contained in φ, Nπg*p-int(φ)
= φ.
(ii) Let x Nπg*p-int(A) ⇒ x is a interior point of A.
⇒ A is a nbhd of x.
⇒ x∈A.
Thus, x ∈ Nπg*p-int(A)⇒ x∈A.
Hence Nπg*p-int(A) ⊂ A.
(iii) Let B be any Nπg*p-open sets such that B ⊂ A. Let x ∈ B. Since B is a Nπg*p-open
set contained in A. x is a Nπg*p-interior point of A.
(ie) x ∈ Nπg*p-int(A). Hence B ⊂ Nπg*p-int(A).
(iv) Let A and B be subsets of (U, τR(X)) such that A ⊂ B. Let x ∈ Nπg*p-int(A). Then
x is a Nπg*p-interior point of A and so A is a Nπg*p-nbhd of x. Since B ⊃ A, B is also
Nπg*p-nbhd of x.
⇒ x ∈ Nπg*p-int(B). thus we have shown that x∈ Nπg*p-int(B).

Theorem 4.7. If a subset A of space (U,τR(X)) is Nπg*p-open, then Nπg*p-int(A)=A.
Proof: Let A be Nπg*p-open subset of (U, τR(X)). We know that Nπg*p-int(A) ⊂ A.
Also, A is Nπg*p-open set contained in A. From above Theorem 4.6(iii) A⊂ Nπg*p-int(A)
= A.
The converse of the above theorem need not be true, as seen from the following example.
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Example 4.8. Let U= {a,b,c,d} with U/R={{a,b}, {c}, {d}}. Let X = {a,c} ⊆ U. Then
τR(X)= {U, φ, {c}, {a,b,c}, {a,b}}. Then Nπg*p-open subsets are {φ, U, {a}, {b}, {d},
{a,d}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}} Nπg*p-int({a,b,c}) = {c} ∪ {a,b} ∪ {b,c}
∪ {φ} = {a,b,c}. But {a,b,c} is not Nπg*p-open set in U.

Theorem 4.9. If A is a subset of U, then Nint(A) ⊂ Nπg*p-int(A).
Proof: Let x ∈ Nint(A) ⇒ x ∪ {B:B is nano open, B ⊂ A}.
⇒ there exists an nano open set B such that x ∈ B ⊂ A.
⇒ there exists a Nπg*p-open set B such that x ∈ B ⊂ A, as every nano open set is a
Nπg*p-open set in U.
⇒ x ∈ ∪ {B:B is Nπg*p-open B ⊂ A}
⇒ x ∈ Nπg*p-int(A).
Thus x ∈ Nint(A) ⇒ x ∈ Nπg*p-int(A).
Hence Nint(A) ⊂ Nπg*p-int(A).

Example 4.10. Let U = {a,b,c,d} with U/R = {φ, U, {a,d}, {b}, {c}}. Let X = {a,b}⊆U.
Then τR(X) = {φ, U, {b}, {a,b,d}, {a,d}}, Nπg*p-open subsets are {φ, U, {a}, {c}, {d},
{a,c}, {b,c}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,c,d},{b,c,d}} and nano π-open subsets are {φ, U,
{a,d}}. Let A = {a,c,d} Nπg*p-open = {a,c,d} and Nπ-open = {a,d}, It follows Nπ-int(A)
⊂ Nπg*p-int(A) and Nπ-int(A) 6= Nπg*p-int(A).

Theorem 4.11. Let A be a subset of a nano topological space (U, τR(X)). Then
(i) (Nπg*p-cl(A))c = Nπg*p-int(Ac)
(ii) (Nπg*p-int(A))c = Nπg*p-cl(Ac)
Proof: (i) (Nπg*p-cl(A))c = (∩ {F:F is Nπg*p-closed, A⊂F})c
= ∪ {Fc:Fc is Nπg*p-open, Fc⊂Ac}
= Nπg*p-int(Ac)
(ii) (Nπg*p-int(A))c = (∪ {B:B is Nπg*p-open, B⊂A})c
= ∩ {Bc:Bc is Nπg*p-closed, Ac⊂Bc}
= Nπg*p-cl(Ac).

Theorem 4.12. If A is a subset of a space (U, τR(X)), then Nπg*p-cl(A) ⊂ Nπg-cl(A),
where Nπg-cl(A) is given by Nπg-cl(A) = ∩ {F ⊂ U : A ⊂ F and F is a Nπg-closed set
in U}.
Proof: Let A be a subset of U. By definition of Nπg-cl(A) = ∩ {F ⊂ U : A ⊂ F and
F is a Nπg-closed set in U}. If A ⊂ F and F is Nπg-closed subset of x, then A ⊂ F ∈
Nπg-cl(A), because every Nπg-closed subset in U. That is Nπg*p-cl(A) ⊂ F. Therefore
Nπg*p-cl(A) ⊂ ∩ {F ⊂ U : A ⊂ F and F is a Nπg-closed set in U} = Nπg-cl(A).
Hence Nπg*p-cl(A) ⊂ Nπg-cl(A).

Theorem 4.13. If A is a subset of a space (U, τR(X)), then Nπg*p-cl(A) ⊂Ncl(A).
Proof: Let A be a subset of a space (U, τR(X)). By the definition of nano closure, Ncl(A)
= ∩ {F : U ⊂ F ∈ C(U)}. If A ⊂ F ∈ NC(A). Then A ⊂ F ∈ Nπg*p-(U), because every
nano closed set is Nπg*p-closed. That is Nπg*p-cl(A) ⊂ F. Therefore Nπg*p-cl(A) ⊂ ∩
{F ⊂ X:F ∈ Nπg*pC(U)} = Ncl(A). Hence Nπg*p-cl(A) ⊂ Ncl(A).

Remark 4.14. Containment relation in the above theorem may be proper as seen from
the following example.

Example 4.15. Let U = {a,b,c,d} with U/R = {{a,b}, {c}, {d}}. Let X = {a,c} ⊆ U.
Then τR(X) = {φ, U, {c}, {a,b,c}, {a,b}}, Nπg*p-closed subsets are {φ, U, {a}, {b},
{d}, {a,b}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}} and nano πg-closed subsets are {φ,
U, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a,b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c}, {b,d}, {c,d}, {a,b,c}, {a,c,d}, {b,c,d}}.
Let A = {b,d}, Nπg-cl(A) = {a,b,d} and Nπg*p-cl(A) = {b,d}. It follows Nπg*p-cl(A) ⊂
Nπg-cl(A) and Nπg*p-cl(A) 6= Nπg-cl(A).
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